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Outline

Flight training at Kuhl-Aero Academy Inc. is conducted in accordance with CAR
Standard 421.44.  This rating allows you to fly above the clouds without visual
reference to the ground. The training time requirement may vary depending on the
experience and skill of each candidate.

Prerequisites

Valid Private Pilot Licence
Valid Category 3 or higher Medical Certificate

Age and Medical Fitness

Applicants for the VFR OTT must be a minimum age of 17 years. A valid Category 3
Medical Certificate is required upon enrollment in this program

Knowledge and Skill Requirement

There is no written examination or flight test for the rating. You will be recommended by
your flight instructor to hold this rating. An applicant for a VFR OTT rating shall have
reached the level of skill specified in the Flight Instructor Standard - VFR OTT.

Experience

Prior to making application for a VFR Over the Top rating, a candidate will have
accumulated a minimum of 15 hours dual instrument time of which a maximum of five
hours may be instrument ground time. Training shall be in accordance with the Flight
Instructor Standard - VFR OTT. The holder of a Private Pilot licence may credit the five
hours hood time towards the VFR OTT rating. A private pilot who holds a night rating
may credit an additional five hours hood time towards this rating.

Resources

-  Flight Instructor Guide - Exercise 24
-  From the Ground Up   
-  Human Factors Basic   
-  Air Command Weather TP 9352 and Air Command Weather Supplement TP 9353
-  VFR Over-the-Top Rating CAR Standard 421.44 Requirements

https://tc.canada.ca/en/aviation/publications/instructor-guide-vfr-over-top-rating-tp-12775
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Ground Training

Kuhl-Aero Academy Inc. will present the candidate with a  VFR OTT ground school to
cover all the required material. This will run approximately six to eight hours in duration
over three to four sessions. The ground school will be done individually as required. A
25 question exam on air regulations, meteorology, navigation, radio procedures and
flight instruments will be issued to ensure that the candidate possesses the required
knowledge. The exam must be satisfactorily completed and corrected to 100%.

Ground training related to these topics listed in this outline will be presented in a
ground training seminar. Sessions one and two will be completed before the flight
training begins and will be reviewed during the preparatory ground instruction prior to
each flight. Sessions three and four may be held in a seminar format or as part of the
preparatory ground instruction prior to each flight.

Session One  

1.  Meaning and application of the contents of the fol lowing 
     Canadian Aviation Regulations and Standards:
     - Section 401.44      VFR OTT Rating
     - Section 421.44      Knowledge, experience and skill 

       requirements
     - Section 425.23      Training aircraft requirements
     - Section 602.116    Visual flight rules
     - Section 605.15      Aircraft equipment requirements

2.  Review of the airspace classification and operating 
     procedures withing Canadian domestic airspace.

Session Two  

1.  Correct interpretation of aviation weather reports, 
     forecasts, PIREPS, SIGMETS and NOTAM’s and how they apply 
     to VFR OTT flight situations, including determining the following:

     -  The stability of the air mass(es) affecting the flight.
     -  Weather trends and the suitability of departure,      
         En route and destination weather for the time of the flight
     -  The bases and tops of cloud layers using the area 
         forecast and understanding their significance to 
         VFR OTT flying.
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Session Three  

1. Review the following elements of instrument flying.
    -  The control and performance instruments
    -  Scanning techniques
    -  Applying the scanning pattern
    -  Terminology                                                                              
    -  Human factors - Explain how human factors topics such as hypoxia, judgement, 
       decision making, to disorientation and cockpit resource management apply to 
       VFR OTT flying. Explain that illusory sensations may occur when flying above or 
       between layers of cloud and how to cope with these.

2.  Basic principles of operation, limitations and errors of 
     ADF, VOR or GPS equipment as applicable.
     -  Demonstrate how to determine that this equipment is 
        functioning accurately.
     -  Show how to obtain ADF,VOR or GPS information 
        from aeronautical charts

Session Four  

1.  Use of ADF, VOR or GPS to:
     -  locate the aircraft’s position
     -  home to the station or waypoint
     -  track to eliminate drift
     -  intercept a pre-determined track or radial and fly to the 
        station or waypoint
     -  intercept a pre-determined track or radial and fly 
        outbound from the station or waypoint
     -  identify station passage.

2. Pre-flight planning procedures
     -  Review of aircraft performance charts
     -  Calculating fuel burn, magnetic headings, TAS, G/S
     -  Flight log entries
     -  Flight plan form
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Preparatory Ground Instruction (P.G.I.)

P.G.I. is usually given on a one to one basis immediately before the flight exercise to be
conducted, reviewing the essential background knowledge and ensuring a thorough
understanding of related theory of flight, the proper procedures and safety
considerations. The P.G.I. covers all aspects of the flight to be conducted including
departure time, route, duration and time of return. This prepares the student for the
lesson and maximizes training efficiency. Under no circumstances can a VFR-OTT
training flight take place without the appropriate P.G.I. as per Kuhl-Aero Academy Inc.
guidelines and in accordance with the Transport Canada Flight Instructor Guide.

Flight Instruction

The following are the flight training exercises that will be covered during the flight
training portion for the issue of a VFR OTT ratting. Students can expect to receive a
thorough P.G.I. prior to each flight and are encouraged to study the assigned material
and ask questions when they need clarification.

Flight Exercise One

The first flight will consist of a review of the following items listed below. The full panel
exercises may be completed over several flights dependant upon student’s abi lity.

Full Panel

-  Straight and level flight      -  Steep turns
-  Climbing          -  Rate on turns
-  Descending      -  Turns to selected headings
-  Gentle turns      -  Climbing turns
-  Medium turns      -  Descending turns

Partial Panel 

-  Straight and level flight      -  Climbing turns
-  Climbing          -  Descending turns
-  Descending      -  Timed turns 
-  Rate one turns

Unusual Attitudes 

-  Nose-high                  -  Nose-low
-  Nose-high while banked      -  Nose-low while banked
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Flight Exercise Two

The second flight will consist of, but is not limited to, the exercises listed below. Student
ability, aircraft equipment and serviceability of navigational aids may dictate the need to
modify the following exercises.

VOR 

- Tune and identify the station -  Intercept a predetermined
   and test the VOR receiver     radial and fly to the station
-  Determine line of position -  Intercept a predetermined
-  Plot a position fix                   radial and fly from the
-  Home to the station                    station
- Tracking to eliminate drift -  Identify station passage

ADF 

- Tune and identify the station -  Intercept a predetermined
   and test the VOR receiver     radial and fly to the station
-  Determine line of position -  Intercept a predetermined
-  Plot a position fix                   radial and fly from the
-  Home to the station                    station
- Tracking to eliminate drift -  Identify station passage

GPS

-  Monitor and verify self test       -  Tracking to eliminate drift
   and initialization                     -  Intercept a predetermined  
-  Verify the equipment is   track and fly to the waypoint
    serviceable and functioning    -  Intercept a predetermined     
-  Input, or retrieve and verify          track and fly from the  
    the waypoint   waypoint
-  Home to the waypoint          -  Identify waypoint passage

* if the aircraft is equipped with an approved GPS system.
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Flight Exercise Three

Exercise three will consist of a cross country flight, allowing the student to gain valuable
experience integrating the experience built to date and gain navigation skills with an
experienced instructor on board.

Cross Country 

- Preparation of appropriate   -  ATC procedures
    navigational log                  - flight following
- Enroute procedures      -  Departure procedures
      -  Use of proper charts  -  Weather consideration
      -  Use of radio aids and -  Arrival procedures
         frequencies -  Ensure VFR - OTT 
      -  Updating weather            conditions exist 
         enroute

Review 

The flight review will consist of all items covered in the training. This qualifying flight will
ensure the student has met the appropriate standards to hold a VFR OTT Rating and
will be recommended by the flight instructor. See - CAR Standard 421.44
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Weather minima for Dual - VFR- OTT   Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. flights are as follows.

Ceiling – AGL Flight Vis ( SM) Max. Crosswind

Practice Area - Day 3000 ft 10 10 kt

Circuits - Day 1500 ft 5 10 kt

X-Country Day/Night 5000ft 10 10 kt

Practice Area - Night Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable

Circuits - Night Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable

IFR Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable

Note - There must be no cumulonimbus, towering cumulus or precipitation to be
forecast within 20 NM within your area, or along your route  until two hours after your
estimated time of return for a cross country flight, and in the case of a local flight, one
hour after your estimated time of return.
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Assigned Practice Areas

The following practice areas will be used to conduct training towards the VFR Over the
Top Rating.
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